CAPSTONE FORMAL PROPOSAL
TEMPLATE [Copy this template and paste it at the next open spot on the document, at the end. Fill it
out!]
name

DuBois Stewart

Project

What product you are going to produce in order to achieve your learning
goal. Examples:
● Service Projects (Organize a food drive, develop and
implement an exercise program at a local senior center,
volunteer at a hospital). Giving cats homes and spaying stray
cats
● Service Project: Making a room in the colored girls museum

Why / Purpose /
Learning Goals

Examples:

a. “By doing this project I hope to learn. . .” how it would be
to work on an art project for work
b. “This project will enable me to. . .”make connections
with people who like art and other things
c. “By the end of this project, I hope to. . .”Be a contributor
to the colored girls museum.
Also why is this learning goal appropriate for you?

Steps you will
take to make this
happen

1.Find a vision of project
2.Find artists
3.Contact artists
4.Plan project
5.Get them homes
6.Rinse and repeat 4-6

Timeline (when
things will
happen)

This can be by quarter, as opposed to by specific dates. For example: “By the
first week of the 3rd quarter” “by mid-3rd quarter”
By the end of 3rd quarter i hope to have found 5 cats a home

Need to get
approval from

Started the room

In school mentor

N/A

Outside mentor

Ian Friday, Michael Clemmons

Research
required

How to make a room into an artspace/artists

Checkpoints

End 1st quarter:contacted mentors about position at museum
TBC

Core Values

Post-Reflection

The Core Values in your Capstone: you must outline how each of the Core
Values fits into your Capstone (if you are unable to do this, it should be a sign to
you that you are not ready to submit your proposal). In other words, where is the
Inquiry? The Research? And so on.
Inquiry:I will ask a question that will incite me to answer throughout the course of
the school year. What does it mean to be a colored boy and how do we interact
with colored girls?
Research:I will research other art projects and how I could incorporate them into
my room.
Collaboration:I will be working with the the future artists on how I want the room
to look and the mentors on how to incorporate the theme of colored boys
interacting with colored girls
Reflection I reflect by talking about how I affected the community around me and
the lives of the cat themselves as well as myself
Presentation I will do a slide at the end of my experience recapping everything
i’ve done over the past year with the ASPCA and the cats
What are the strengths of your product?
The strengths of my project is the artwork, really. It’s the driving force of the
project
Did you meet your learning goal? How do you know?
Not yet, I haven’t finished the project
If you could do your Capstone again, what would you do differently?
I’m not finished but
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